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PLANNING SCHEME
ZONING MAP

Local plan boundary
Local plan precincts
Zone precincts
Property boundaries
Zones
- General residential
- Centre
- Recreation and open space
- Environmental management and conservation
- Industry
- Commercial facilities
- Emerging community
- Extractive industry
- Limited development
- Rural
- Rural residential
- Township

Proposed Precinct Abbreviations

CF - Cedar Forest Cooperative and Mt Nebo plant nursery
CC - Coastal communities
GI - General Industry
RM - Restaurants
CM - Local centre
CMC - Light industry
MI - Marine Industry
MIB - Mixed Industry and Business
NC - Next generation neighborhood
RI - Restricted Industry
SCP - Specialised centre
SR - Sport and recreation
SL - Suburban neighbourhood
TR1 - Township Industry
TR2 - Township residential
TR3 - Township commercial
URB - Urban neighborhood
UTI - Utilities
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ZONES

Local plan boundary
Local plan precincts
Property boundaries
General residential
Centre
Recreation and open space
Environmental management and conservation
Industry
Commodity facilities
Emerging community
Extractive industry
Limited development
Rural
Rural-residential
Township

Precinct Abbreviations
CFC - Cedar Forest Cooperative and Mt Nebra plant nursery
CA - Coastal activities
CI - Coastal industry
RM - Mixed industry and business
MI - Mixed industry and services
RI - Restricted industry
SC - Specialised centre
E - Education infrastructure
SUL - Urban services
U - Urban infrastructure
UK - Utilities
TR - Townsville
PA - Property area
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